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(Editor's Note: S&P Global Ratings' Credit Conditions Committees meet quarterly to review macroeconomic conditions in each 
of four regions (Asia-Pacific, Emerging Markets ex-Asia, North America, and Europe). Discussions center on identifying credit 
risks and their potential ratings impact in various asset classes, as well as borrowing and lending trends for businesses and 
consumers. This commentary reflects views discussed in the Asia-Pacific committee on March 24, 2020. Given the fluidity of 
current conditions, we have chosen to publish a truncated version of our usual article this quarter. Please see our “Global Credit 
Conditions, Three Black Swans: Virus, Oil, Volatility” article to be published today for a comprehensive discussion of credit 
conditions globally). 
 

Key Takeaways 

– Overall. Despite the slow return to normalcy in mainland China, the sharp rise in COVID-19 
cases in the rest of the Asia-Pacific is translating to an environment at least as challenging 
as the 1997-1998 Asian Financial Crisis for borrowers. 

– Risks. Top risks include COVID-19 containment failing, risk-aversion affecting financing, 
commodity price volatility increasing, and U.S.-China dispute reigniting. 

– Credit. While lower official interest rates and government stimulus actions provide some 
relief, the slump in demand is likely to lead to declining credit quality and rising defaults, 
particularly among nonfinancial corporates with weaker credit profiles. 

 

 
Credit conditions in Asia-Pacific going into the second half 2020 look tough. The COVID-19 
pandemic and increasing attendant health controls across Asia-Pacific ex-China are dampening 
business and consumer sentiment and movement of people and goods. The consequent demand 
shock is translating to an environment as challenging as the Asian Financial Crisis of 1997-1998. 

Economic conditions. An enormous first-quarter shock in China, shutdowns across the U.S. and 
Europe, and local transmission guarantee a recession across the Asia-Pacific (see “Economic 
Research: Asia-Pacific Recession Guaranteed,” published March 17, 2020). We now expect the hit 
to output for Asia-Pacific to be as large as the Asian Financial Crisis of 1997-1998. Amid unusually 
high uncertainty, we forecast Asia-Pacific growth to dive to 2.2% in 2020 with a U-shaped recovery 
taking hold only later this year—this would push activity 4 percentage points below trend. China is 
normalizing slowly and we forecast growth of 2.9% in 2020. The regional policy response is aiming 
at providing a bridge to recovery but risks remain on the downside, especially in emerging markets. 
Even if global progress is made in containing the virus, the scale of the shock will leave permanent 
scars on balance sheets and in labor markets, potentially resulting in a shallower rebound. We still 
expect a limited effect on economic capacity in the medium term, but the total and permanent 
income loss for Asia-Pacific from COVID-19 is now well above US$0.5 trillion (see “Asia-Pacific 
Economic Forecasts: The Cost Of Coronavirus Is Now US$620 Billion,” March 22, 2020. 

Financing conditions. The likely shrinkage in GDP on account of the ongoing slowdown in global 
economic growth and the temporary blow from the coronavirus will likely constrain demand for 
capital, and subsequently, new bond issuance. However, corporate and institutional borrowers in 
Asia-Pacific continue to borrow a huge amount from banks rather than other sources (unlike the 
U.S.). With monetary authorities easing interest rates and regulators encouraging forbearance, 
bank funding is unlikely to be withdrawn hastily. That said, U.S. dollar borrowers and issuers with 
weaker credit profiles will find conditions increasingly difficult. 
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Sector trends. The COVID-19 fallout has been more intense in auto, building materials, consumer 
discretionary, gaming, metals and mining, retail, transportation cyclical, and transportation 
infrastructure. Thus far, we have taken 47 ratings actions related to COVID-19 in the Asia-Pacific 
(see charts 1 and 2). In the near term, while businesses and consumers in China are starting to 
move toward normalcy, the process could well drag out for months. Lower official interest rates and 
government stimulus actions provide some relief, but the slump in demand is likely to lead to 
declining credit quality and rising defaults, particularly among issuers with weaker credit profiles.  

 

Chart 1 

Asia-Pacific COVID-19-Related Rating Actions  
As Of March 26, 2020 

Chart 2 

Asia-Pacific COVID-19-Related Rating Actions By Sector  
As Of March 26, 2020 

  
Note: These 47 rating actions pertain to ratings where we mention COVID-19 as one factor or 
in combination with others. 

Source: S&P Global Ratings. COVID-19: Coronavirus-Related Public Rating Actions On 
Corporations And Sovereigns To Date, March 28, 2020. 

Note: These 47 rating actions pertain to ratings where we mention COVID-19 as one factor or 
in combination with others. 

Source: S&P Global Ratings. COVID-19: Coronavirus-Related Public Rating Actions On 
Corporations And Sovereigns To Date, March 28, 2020. 

 

S&P Global Ratings acknowledges a high degree of uncertainty about the rate of spread and peak 
of the coronavirus outbreak. Some government authorities estimate the pandemic will peak about 
midyear, and we are using this assumption in assessing the economic and credit implications. We 
believe the measures adopted to contain COVID-19 have pushed the global economy into recession 
(see our macroeconomic and credit updates here: www.spglobal.com/ratings). As the situation 
evolves, we will update our assumptions and estimates accordingly. 

 

This report does not constitute a rating action. 

 

S&P Global Ratings Australia Pty Ltd holds Australian financial services license number 337565 under the 
Corporations Act 2001. S&P Global Ratings' credit ratings and related research are not intended for and must 
not be distributed to any persons in Australia other than a wholesale client (as defined in Chapter 7 of the 
Corporations Act). 
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Appendix 1: Top Asia-Pacific Risks 
Table 1  
Top Asia-Pacific Risks 

COVID-19 containment fails 

Risk level* Very low Moderate Elevated High Very high  Risk trend** Improving Unchanged Worsening 

While China’s efforts to contain COVID-19 appear to be working, this is not necessarily the case outside China. There has been recent spikes in cases in Korea and, 
to a much lesser extent, Japan. Furthermore, reported cases in some emerging markets ex-China, are surprisingly low–we believe there could be scope for 
considerable increase in such cases. Even for economies without major viral outbreaks, there will be large spillovers from the pandemic through four channels: 
people flows, supply chains, goods trade, and commodity prices. 

Risk aversion affecting financing 

Risk level* Very low Moderate Elevated High Very high  Risk trend** Improving Unchanged Worsening 
 

The recent volatility in financial markets because of worries about the impact of COVID-19 on global growth underscores the refinancing risks that more highly 
leveraged borrowers in the region are facing. The lowering of policy interest rates by some governments in the region and, in the case of China, liquidity injections 
into the banking system, are helping to alleviate the cost and availability of funding, However, shifting investor sentiment may cause spreads to widen and access to 
tighten at the lower end of the credit rating spectrum. Concerns about access to U.S. dollar funding have arisen. 

Commodity price volatility increases 

Risk level* Very low Moderate Elevated High Very high  Risk trend** Improving Unchanged Worsening 

The COVID-19 pandemic has led to higher volatility in commodity prices with swings caused by market views about the breath and duration of the outbreak, supply 
chain disruption, economic growth, and government stimulus packages. The uncertainty about the emergence and continued spread of clusters, and government 
policy actions, imply volatility is likely to continue over the near term. Currently, lower prices are negative for oil and commodity producers and positive for users and 
importers, at the firm and country level. 

U.S.-China strategic dispute reigniting 

Risk level* Very low Moderate Elevated High Very high  Risk trend** Improving Unchanged Worsening 

The January 2020 ‘Phase 1’ trade deal seem to be marking a hiatus in the strategic and trade dispute between the U.S. and China. Besides which, the governments 
of both countries seem more focused on dealing with the effects of COVID-19. However, given that China may find it difficult to fulfill its pledges under the trade deal 
for 2020 given the COVID-19 situation, the dispute could reignite during this U.S. presidential election year. 

Property valuation correction amid downturn 

Risk level* Very low Moderate Elevated High Very high  Risk trend** Improving Unchanged Worsening 

Real estate demand in the region continues to be shored up by the “lower for longer” interest rate environment. However, the slower economic growth in the region 
(in some cases, negative growth in a quarter) and consequent increase in unemployment may undermine business and consumer confidence in this region. A worse-
than-expected slowdown could push values suddenly down. 
 

China's high leverage threatens recovery 

Risk level* Very low Moderate Elevated High Very high  Risk trend** Improving Unchanged Worsening 
 

The COVID-19 crisis is placing stress on China’s corporate and local government sectors’ high leverage from the perspective of foregone revenue. That said, we 
expect lending banks to extend forbearance, which, while raising the level of nonperforming loans, should avoid a disastrous escalation in major corporate 
bankruptcies. 

Sources: S&P Global Ratings. 

* Risk levels may be classified as very low, moderate, elevated, high, or very high, and are evaluated by considering both the likelihood and systemic impact of such an event occurring over 
the next one to two years. Typically these risks are not factored into our base case rating assumptions unless the risk level is very high. 

** Risk trend reflects our current view on whether the risk level could increase or decrease over the next 12 months. 
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Appendix 2: COVID-19 Impact On Asia-Pacific 
Sectors 

For analytical contacts, please see Appendix 4. 

Table 2 

COVID-19 impact On Asia-Pacific Sectors 

Sector Impact* Comment 

Auto High Coronavirus will likely lead to very weak car sales in 2020/2021: U.S. (-15%-20%/10%-12%), 
China (-8%-10%/2%-4%), Europe (-15%-20%/9%-11%) 

  Downward rating pressure could also increase due to global supply chain disruption arising 
from a shortage of components, disrupted logistics, and labor shortage. We gradually see the 
impact on factory operations at Hyundai (Korea), Nissan (Japan), and Toyota (Europe). 

  High research and development expenditure will continue given that tighter environmental 
requirements could accelerate the financial burden for electrification and other new 
technologies. 

Building  
materials 

High The overall fallout is short term and manageable, while infrastructure spending will recover 
starting from the second quarter. 

  Weak demand and pricing in the first quarter as fixed-asset investment plummeted 
significantly. 

  Supportive stimulus measures will boost infrastructure spending in China for the rest of the 
year. 

Capital goods Medium The pressure on earnings and profitability for overall Asia-Pacific capital goods companies will 
continue, especially those having larger exposure to the auto industry. 

  Credit metrics in the coming one to two quarters will deteriorate due to weak economic 
activities and subdued capital spending. 

  The credit quality of weaker companies, especially those with weaker liquidity, are under 
pressure, while investment grade companies still have rating headroom by suspending capital 
expenditure (capex). 

Chemicals Medium Following the deteriorating supply-demand balance in 2019, the pandemic has further 
pressured petrochemical spreads as we continue to see downside on demand growth.  

  With weakening spreads, we expect utilization rates for many chemical plants to reduce over 
the next one to two quarters, which would squeeze profitability and cash flows. 

  If the current pandemic were to prolong, we expect major investment plans by chemical 
companies to be either cancelled or delayed, which had also occurred during previous 
downcycles.   

Consumer  
products 

High Most consumer product companies in the region will likely see reduced operating cash flow for 
at least one quarter in 2020. Demand for discretionary goods will be severely cut, while 
demand of consumer staples should be relatively stable. Retail sales of apparel and home 
appliances in China dropped by 30%-35% in January-February, whereas sales of food and 
beverages still grew in the single digits during the period.  

  The outbreak has slowed consumer-product production and distribution in China since the end 
of January, with laborers only gradually returning to work from mid/late February and 
disrupted logistics upsetting supply chains. The rest of the region may see higher level of 
disruptions from March. 

  Discretionary goods manufacturers with a weak balance sheet or imminent refinancing needs 
are most vulnerable. About 70% of our rated companies are consumer staples, and among 
which, 75% are investment-grade companies.  

Financial 
institutions 

Medium We believe COVID-19 will cause credit costs for Asia-Pacific financial institutions to increase 
by over US$100 billion for full-year 2020. 

  Our rating outlook remains stable for most financial institutions notwithstanding that COVID-
19 is occurring amid a regional economy that is already slowing.    
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Sector Impact* Comment 

  While banks will face a secondary effect from COVID-19, a worsening of the pandemic outside 
our baseline scenario will inevitably cause negative ratings momentum. 

Gaming High The gaming sector is significantly affected, given a sharp drop in visitation to casino 
properties, which will have a direct impact on revenue, EBITDA, cash flows. 

  We have slashed our forecasts and have taken several negative rating actions: five entities on 
CreditWatch negative, three companies on negative outlooks. 

  We expect a sharp decline in visitation in 1H, before slowing in 3Q and flattening out in 4Q. 
Meanwhile, we observed that capex and dividend payouts remain high. We will continue to 
monitor the financial discipline of gaming operators. 

Insurance Medium Volatile swings in capital markets will hurt investment assets’ valuation and dent capital 
buffers, particularly that of life insurers. 

  Lower-for-longer interest rates will prop up reserving requirements, while legacy policies of 
high-guaranteed investment returns will come back to haunt life insurers. 

  The worsening economic backdrop will dent growth momentum for the region’s insurers. 
Furthermore, social distancing limits life insurance agents’ interaction with clients. 
Underwriting profits may improve for domestic non-life insurers, however momentarily, with 
reduced auto insurance claims as governments impose lock-down measures.  

Metals  
and mining 

High Demand risk in focus: a prolonged reduction in Chinese industrial activity would cut demand 
for key commodities, shifting market sentiment and adding volatility to commodity prices. 

  A prolonged fallout of COVID-19 could have significant ramifications on overall business and 
consumer sentiment, hurting global demand and commodity prices. 

  Given that China accounts for over half of global demand for raw materials, the prospect of 
future stimulus measures in China and its effectiveness could play a meaningful role. 

Oil and gas High Oil prices faced a double whammy: on the demand side (COVID-19) and supply side (price war 
between Saudi Arabia and Russia primarily). 

  We assume Brent oil prices will recover to the US$50 per barrel (/bbl) level in 2021 from 
US$30/bbl this year, based on our expectation that COVID-19 will be contained this year 
leading to demand recovery; and either OPEC and Russia will come up an agreement or some 
U.S. shale players will be forced out of the market,  reducing supply. 

  Most of the rated oil companies in Asia-Pacific are national oil companies with strong 
government support and bank financing capabilities that will enable them to weather through 
short-term oil price weakness. However if the current spot price (below US$30/bbl) is to stay 
for longer, we will review the credits. 

Public finance Medium China’s local and regional governments (LRGs) and Australia’s universities are likely to suffer 
immediate revenue decline, driven by travel restrictions and containment measures. 

  Other public finance entities generally keep sufficient buffers. Also, for some, the effect would 
be lagged given that their revenues are less sensitive to macroeconomic factors, or indirect 
(such as tax cuts or lowered transfers by the central government), and smaller than what the 
sovereign will face. 

  The level of fiscal stimulus remains a risk. LRGs' response toward weakened economic 
performance could push for more aggressive fiscal expansion, affecting longer term credit 
trends in the LRG sector. 

Real estate Medium Given that the outbreak has spread globally and people’s mobility has dampened or restricted 
to varying degrees across Asia-Pacific, property sales would be affected in the short term. 
However, we believe that for the most part, home-buying demand has been deferred and has 
not disappeared. This means that a rebound could be likely, although this is highly contingent 
on when the outbreak would pass and consumer confidence can be restored.  

  In recent weeks in China, rated developers’ contracted sales are beginning to see some degree 
of recovery. February sales, though down by 40%-60% year-on-year for most rated 
developers, were still not the 90% type of decline that some initially feared. Most sales centers 
have reopened, with construction also resuming. But the pace of sales recovery, let alone a 
rebound, still has low visibility, given the impact of a global recession on the larger economy. 
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Sector Impact* Comment 

  Given developers, particularly in China, heavily rely on cash inflow from sales proceeds, weaker 
developers could face liquidity issues under these stressed operating conditions. For most, 
refinancing and maturity profiles have improved given the buoyant market conditions before 
the outbreak, but prolonged market interruptions could spell more pressure for those with still 
large refinancing needs. 

Real estate 
investment  
trusts 

Medium Asia-Pacific’s retail REITs will inevitably be more exposed to the virus fallout, given dwindling 
customer footfall and even some closure of shopping malls in China from voluntary isolation 
amid infection fears. Some landlords have started to offer rent concessions, which will reduce 
their income, but the magnitude varies and hard to generalize. The timing of rental 
abatements will be on a case-by-case basis and whether the tenant is crucial for the centers' 
survival when normality returns. 

  Office REITs are less exposed. There is no significant trend for landlords to offer rent 
concessions to tenants who work from home. In fact, rental abatement is not provided for in 
many lease agreements. We expect office REITs with prime locations and stronger tenant 
profiles to be least affected. Regional offices with weaker tenant profiles could find their rental 
income reducing if tenants fail to survive. 

  We expect negative rental reversions due to increasing vacancy and some early termination of 
leases. This effect is not immediate given the staggered lease expiry profile.  That said, 
liquidity for most REITs are well supported by cash on hand and the availability of committed 
bank lines beyond one year.  This is also because most property managers typically don't have 
substantial short-term debt relative to their capital structures. 

Retail High The retail sector's credit risks have increased dramatically as the effort to contain COVID-19 
results in store closures, changes to shopping habits, and heightened risk of a broad-based 
macroeconomic decline. 

  We expect weaknesses for non-essential items such as clothing, footwear, and personal 
accessory retailing to continue to intensify, while sales in food retailing, (supermarkets, 
grocery stores, and liquor retailing) are likely to lift strongly during periods of social distancing. 

  We expect the transition of consumers to e-commerce channels to accelerate. Retailers who 
have a robust IT infrastructure and digital presence will benefit. However, this is predicated on 
minimal supply side disruptions affecting product availability and fulfillment of orders. 

Sovereign Low Most sovereign ratings can withstand temporary deterioration to economic and fiscal metrics 
resulting from the outbreak. 

  Very strong stimulus policies to offset the economic impact of the outbreak could weaken 
fiscal and financial metrics, leading to future rating actions in some cases. 

  A prolonged outbreak poses increased risks to fiscal metrics and could weaken support for 
political stability. 

Structured  
finance 

Medium For consumer sectors--residential mortgage-backed securities and asset-backed securities--
the effects on employment and consumer confidence are key variables. 

  China is starting to resume more normal levels of activities with no observed major 
performance change to date, and Japan is likely to remain relatively stable in terms of 
collateral performance. 

  Australia is starting to face the fallout on retail, tourism, and education sectors in particular, 
and is likely to start seeing rising arrears levels as a result.  

Technology Medium What began as a supply chain disruption in China has now morphed into a global IT demand 
destruction. The industry is likely to experience a multi-quarter loss of demand as the virus, 
now a full-blown pandemic, spreads unabated.  

  Global IT spending could decline 2.5% or slightly faster year-over-year compared with our 
previous forecast of 2%-3% growth, particularly hitting smartphones (to -7%-9% from 1%-
2%) and PCs (to -9% from -3%-4%). This will lower semiconductor industry revenues by 6% in 
2020 compared with our previous forecast for a 3% growth.   

  Meaningful negative ratings actions are likely throughout 2020 as the effect of revenue 
deferral or revenue destruction begins to emerge. Liquidity levels are critical among non-
investment grade issuers given the market dislocation. We expect small hardware and highly 
leveraged software/services issuers to be the most affected.  
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Sector Impact* Comment 

Telecom Medium We expect relatively limited direct fallout on telecom operators given less volatile demand for 
telecom services, but intense competition and large capex will continue to weigh on credit 
quality. 

  We expect smartphone sales and new wireless subscription to decline, but lower market 
expenses should mitigate the effects to some extent. Given reduced travel, we expect wireless 
roaming revenues to decline, although this doesn’t account for a major revenue portion.  

  Reduced mobility and increasing working from home will boost data traffic and demand for 
broadband services. However, media business players could experience some decline in 
advertisement revenues.   

Transportation 
cyclical 

High The transportation sector is one of the hardest hit. Disruptions to people flows and supply 
chains due to COVID-19 bring a slump in transportation demand in the region.  

  By segments, airlines and shipping are most exposed and will likely see significant passenger 
and freight volume falls until the health emergency is contained and economic activity 
normalizes. Aircraft lessors can handle temporary disruptions, but in a scenario of prolonged 
air travel decline and possible failures of some airline companies, lessors could be exposed to 
a more significant second-order effect. Package express, postal service, and logistics 
companies are also negatively affected but less exposed given their main focus on domestic 
markets. 

  Fuel is a major cost item for most transportation companies, and the recent plunge in oil 
prices may cushion the earnings drop. In addition, governments’ aid packages may help 
alleviate the pressure on airlines. 

Transportation 
infrastructure 

High The global spread of COVID-19 and curtailment of people movement have sharply intensified, 
significantly hitting air passenger traffic. As travel disruptions and restrictions (including 
domestic lockdowns) become more pervasive, most rated airports (across Hong Kong/China, 
India, Australia, and New Zealand) will come under credit pressure with likely rating 
downgrades/negative outlooks.  

  Global supply chain disruptions, economic slowdowns and recessions are likely to threaten 
export and transshipment-dependent ports. Good financial cushions and diversified revenue 
sources may cushion the effect and protect the ratings. 

  Outside China, the fallout on toll roads will be moderate-to-high, subject to asset locations, 
the mix of traffic (with passenger flow more vulnerable than freight transport), and the 
duration of the outbreak, though we expect roads to recover faster than airports. The fallout on 
China’s toll road sector is high because the moratorium on toll collection may reduce toll 
revenue in 2020 by half. Bank support to delay debt repayment is key to easing liquidity stress 
on highly leveraged players. 

Utilities Medium to 
Low 

Exposure to COVID-19 risk is indirect and modest through effect on demand due to slowing 
economic conditions. The fallout varies across the region due to the nature of regulation, 
support from the government, and reforms. 

  In China/ HK, we expect softer volumes to be offset by lower fuel costs, and lower debt costs 
through easing market liquidity. In China, a short-term risk is potential negative price 
intervention by governments. 

  In South East Asia, grid constraints and demand will see capacity additions, although these 
may slow down if capital access is constrained.  Cautious and adequate funding prior to new 
projects is critical.  Utilities in Australia and New Zealand have limited exposure to COVID-19-
related risks, but lower interest rates will affect tariff resets for regulated utilities. Utilities 
have some exposure to oil prices, but the short-term risk is manageable. 

 
*The impact descriptor above (high, medium, low) is our qualitative view of the risk. It does not directly translate to risk of rating actions, which depend on a number of 
factors including initial headroom under a rating coupled with the expected length and severity of the epidemic. 
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Appendix 3: Economic Data And Forecast 
Summaries 
 
Table 3 

Australia – S&P Global Ratings Economic Outlook  
 2019 2020f 2021f 2022f 2023f 

Real GDP % 1.8 0.4 4.4 2.6 2.6 

CPI inflation % 1.6 0.8 1.2 1.8 2.0 

Unemployment rate % 5.2 6.1 5.7 5.4 5.2 

Policy rate % (EOP) 0.75 0.25 0.25 0.75 1.25 

Exchange rate (US$ per A$) 0.70 0.60 0.62 0.65 0.67 

Source: Oxford Economics; f--S&P Global Ratings forecast; End of Period - Q4 values. Unemployment rate shown is the period average. 

 

Table 4 

China – S&P Global Ratings Economic Outlook 
 2019 2020f 2021f 2022f 2023f 

Real GDP % 6.1 2.9 8.4 5.4 5.3 

CPI inflation % 2.9 3.6 1.5 1.7 1.8 

Unemployment rate % 3.6 3.8 3.5 3.7 3.7 

Exchange rate (per US$) 6.99 7.11 7.15 7.19 7.23 

Source: Oxford Economics; f--S&P Global Ratings forecast; End of Period - Q4 values. Unemployment rate shown is the period average. 

 

Table 5 

Hong Kong – S&P Global Ratings Economic Outlook 

 2019 2020f 2021f 2022f 2023f 

Real GDP % -1.2 -1.7 3.7 2.4 2.3 

CPI inflation % 2.9 -0.4 1.0 1.4 1.6 

Unemployment rate % 3.0 4.2 4.0 3.5 3.2 

Exchange rate (per US$) 7.79 7.80 7.80 7.80 7.80 

Source: Oxford Economics; f--S&P Global Ratings forecast; End of Period - Q4 values. Unemployment rate shown is the period average. 

 

Table 6 

India – S&P Global Ratings Economic Outlook 
 2019 2020f 2021f 2022f 2023f 

Real GDP % 5.0 3.5 7.3 6.6 7.0 

CPI inflation % 4.7 4.4 4.2 4.4 4.5 

Policy rate % (EOP) 5.15 4.00 5.00 5.50 5.50 

Exchange rate (per US$) 73.5 74.0 73.0 74.5 76.5 

Source: Oxford Economics; f--S&P Global Ratings forecast; End of Period - Q4 values. 2019 figure is an estimate for India.  
For India, 2019 = FY 2019 / 20, 2020 = FY 2020 / 21, 2021 = FY 2021 / 22, 2022 = FY 2022 / 23, 2023 = FY 2023 / 24. 
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Table 7 

Indonesia – S&P Global Ratings Economic Outlook 
 2019 2020f 2021f 2022f 2023f 

Real GDP % 5.0 3.8 6.3 5.0 5.0 

CPI inflation % 2.8 2.5 3.3 3.2 3.2 

Unemployment rate % 5.2 5.4 5.3 5.2 5.1 

Policy rate % (EOP) 5.00 4.25 4.50 4.50 4.50 

Exchange rate (per US$) 13,883 15,000 14,900 14,800 14,700 

Sources: Oxford Economics; f--S&P Global Ratings forecast; End of Period - Q4 values. Unemployment rate shown is the period average. 

 

Table 8 

Japan – S&P Global Ratings Economic Outlook 
 2019 2020f 2021f 2022f 2023f 

Real GDP % 0.8 -1.2 1.8 0.9 0.8 

CPI inflation % 0.5 -0.5 0.5 1.0 1.2 

Unemployment rate % 2.3 2.7 2.6 2.5 2.4 

Policy rate % (EOP) -0.07 -0.07 -0.07 -0.07 -0.07 

Exchange rate (per US$) 109.1 106.0 105.0 103.0 101.0 

Sources: Oxford Economics; f--S&P Global Ratings forecast; End of Period - Q4 values. Unemployment rate shown is the period average. 

 

Table 9 

Malaysia – S&P Global Ratings Economic Outlook 
 2019 2020f 2021f 2022f 2023f 

Real GDP % 4.3 2.4 6.4 4.6 4.5 

CPI Inflation % 0.7 1.1 1.6 1.7 2.0 

Unemployment rate % 3.3 3.5 3.5 3.3 3.3 

Policy rate % (EOP) 3.00 1.75 2.00 2.25 2.5 

Exchange rate (per US$) 4.09 4.30 4.25 4.20 4.20 

Source: Oxford Economics; f--S&P Global Ratings forecast; End of Period - Q4 values. Unemployment rate shown is the period average. 

 

Table 10 

New Zealand – S&P Global Ratings Economic Outlook 
 2019 2020f 2021f 2022f 2023f 

Real GDP % 2.2 1.0 3.6 2.6 2.5 

CPI Inflation % 1.6 0.4 1.7 1.8 1.9 

Unemployment rate % 4.1 4.6 4.3 4.1 4 

Policy rate % (EOP) 1.00 0.25 0.25 0.75 1.25 

Exchange rate (US$ per NZD) 0.67 0.60 0.61 0.62 0.64 

Source: Oxford Economics; f--S&P Global Ratings forecast; End of Period - Q4 values. Unemployment rate shown is the period average. 
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Table 11 

Philippines – S&P Global Ratings Economic Outlook 

 2019 2020f 2021f 2022f 2023f 

Real GDP % 5.9 4.2 7.5 6.7 6.6 

CPI inflation % 2.5 1.6 2.9 3.0 3.0 

Unemployment rate % 5.1 6.0 5.2 5.1 5.0 

Policy rate % (EOP) 4.00 2.75 3.50 4.00 4.00 

Exchange rate (per US$) 50.7 52.0 53.0 53.0 53.0 

Source: Oxford Economics; f--S&P Global Ratings forecast; End of Period - Q4 values. Unemployment rate shown is the period average. 

 

Table 12 

Singapore – S&P Global Ratings Economic Outlook 

 2019 2020f 2021f 2022f 2023f 

Real GDP % 0.7 -2.6 5.2 2.3 2.2 

CPI inflation % 0.6 -0.5 0.8 1.4 1.8 

Unemployment rate % 2.3 2.7 2.5 2.3 2.2 

Exchange rate (per US$) 1.35 1.41 1.37 1.37 1.34 

Sources: Oxford Economics; f--S&P Global Ratings forecast; End of Period - Q4 values. Unemployment rate shown is the period average. 

 

Table 13 

South Korea – S&P Global Ratings Economic Outlook 

 2019 2020f 2021f 2022f 2023f 

Real GDP % 2 -0.6 5 2.5 2.6 

CPI inflation % 0.4 -0.4 0.5 1 1.5 

Unemployment rate % 3.8 4.2 4.4 4.2 4.1 

Policy rate % (EOP) 1.25 0.50 0.50 0.75 1.00 

Exchange rate (per US$) 1,158 1,200 1,150 1,100 1,100 

Source: Oxford Economics; f--S&P Global Ratings forecast; End of Period - Q4 values. Unemployment rate shown is the period average. 

 

Table 14 

Taiwan – S&P Global Ratings Economic Outlook 

 2019 2020f 2021f 2022f 2023f 

Real GDP % 2.7 0.8 3.7 2.3 2.3 

CPI inflation % 0.6 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 

Unemployment rate % 3.7 4.1 4.0 3.8 3.7 

Policy rate % (EOP) 1.375 1.125 1.125 1.375 1.375 

Exchange rate (per US$) 30.11 30.3 30 29.8 29.6 

Sources: Oxford Economics; f--S&P Global Ratings forecast; End of Period - Q4 values. Unemployment rate shown is the period average. 
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Table 15 

Thailand – S&P Global Ratings Economic Outlook 

 2019 2020f 2021f 2022f 2023f 

Real GDP % 2.4 -2.5 7.6 3.4 3.4 

CPI inflation % 0.7 -0.5 0.0 1.2 1.5 

Unemployment rate % 1.0 1.5 1.3 1.2 1.1 

Policy rate % (EOP) 1.25 0.50 0.75 0.75 0.75 

Exchange rate (per US$) 30.2 32.3 31.3 30.2 29.0 

Sources: Oxford Economics; f--S&P Global Ratings forecast; End of Period - Q4 values. Unemployment rate shown is the period average. 

 

Table 16 

Regional – S&P Global Ratings Economic Outlook 
Real GDP (%) 2019 2020f 2021f 2022f 2023f 

Asia Pac 4.7                 2.2                  6.9                  4.8                  4.8  

Asia Pac aggregate GDP growth numbers are based on current purchasing power parity GDP weights.  
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Appendix 4: List Of Analytical Contacts 
 

Sector Analyst name and contact 

Auto Katsuyuki Nakai 
+ 81 3 4550 8748 
katsuyuki.nakai@spglobal.com 

Building materials Calvin Ge 
+852 6929 8577 
calvin.ge@spglobal.com 

Capital goods Makiko Yoshimura 
+813 4550 8368 
makiko.yoshimura@spglobal.com 

Chemicals Shawn Park 
+65 6216 1047 
shawn.park@spglobal.com 

Consumer products Sophie Lin 
+ 852 2533 3544 
sophie.lin@spglobal.com 

Financial institutions Gavin Gunning 
+  61 3 9631 2092 
gavin.gunning@spglobal.com 

Gaming Sandy Lim 
+  852 2533 3578 
sandy.lim@spglobal.com 

Insurance Eunice Tan 
+  852 2533 3553 
eunice.tan@spglobal.com 

Metals and mining Minh Hoang 
+  61 2 9255 9899 
minh.hoang@spglobal.com 

Oil and gas Danny Huang 
+  852 2532 8078 
danny.huang@spglobal.com 

Public finance Susan Chu 
+852 29123055 
susan.chu@spglobal.com 

Real estate Matthew Chow 
+  852 2532 8046 
matthew.chow@spglobal.com 

Real estate investment trusts Esther Liu 
+852 2533 3556 
esther.liu@spglobal.com 

Retail Sam Playfair 
+  61 3 9631 2112 
sam.playfair@spglobal.com 
 
Ryohei Yoshida 
+  81 3 4550 8660 
ryohei.yoshida@spglobal.com 

Sovereign KimEng Tan 
+  65 6239 6350 
kimeng.tan@spglobal.com 

Structured Finance Narelle Coneybeare 
+  61 2 9255 9838 
narelle.coneybeare@spglobal.com 
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Sector Analyst name and contact 

Technology Raymond Hsu 
+  886-2-8722-5827 
raymond.hsu@spglobal.com 

Telecom JunHong Park 
+  852 2533 3538 
junhong.park@spglobal.com 

Transportation Cyclical Xin Hui Zu, CFA  
+852 2533 3589  
sara.zu@spglobal.com 

 
Andy Liu, CFA  
+852 2533 3554  
andy.liu@spglobal.com 

Transportation Infrastructure Abhishek Dangra 
+  65 6216 1121 
abhishek.dangra@spglobal.com 

 
Parvathy Iyer 
+  61 3 9631 2034 
parvathy.iyer@spglobal.com 
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